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1. Introduction: Prosodic Licensing (Itó 1986) requires all phonological units to belong to a 
higher prosodic structure. Since grammatical morphemes consist of segmental elements, they 
must be prosodically licensed. In the context of language acquisition, this is known as the 
Prosodic Licensing Hypothesis (Lleó 2003, Demuth 2007), whereby the prosodic structure 
hosting a grammatical morpheme is a prerequisite for the production of this morpheme. The 
most common strategy used to respect Prosodic Licensing is avoidance, whereby children 
avoid producing a grammatical morpheme until their phonology allows them to do so (Bat-El 
2012, Demuth 2019 and references therein).  
Given Prosodic Licensing, slow prosodic development is predicted to reduce the pace of 
morphological development. However, on the basis of data from early Hebrew speech, we will 
show that this is not necessarily the case. We will present a case of slow prosodic development, 
where morphology advances despite the limited prosodic structures available. In fact, we will 
show that while typically developing children (represented here by IM) use avoidance, the 
atypically developing child (YV) uses a different strategy to satisfy Prosodic Licensing. 
We address YV’s strategy as divergence, whereby Prosodic Licensing is respected in 
grammatical morphemes before the relevant structure is fully produced elsewhere. That is, the 
required structure appears in morphologically complex words before it is acquired in 
morphologically simple words. Divergence has also been reported for typically developing 
children in European Portuguese (Freitas et al. 2001), where the prosodic structure required for 
the grammatical morpheme (final codas) is rare in the language and thus acquired only with 
the appearance of the grammatical morpheme. However, while in European Portuguese 
divergence is employed as a result of frequency, we claim that in Hebrew it is used in atypical 
development due to a-synchronization between phonological and morphological development. 
We demonstrate the divergence strategy with reference to the acquisition of two verb forms in 
Hebrew: the masculine plural form with the suffix -im (present) and the first person with the 
suffix -ti (past). Crucially, these two verb forms are prosodically different in two respects: word 
final codas and the number of syllables.  
(1) The prosody of verbs with -ti and -im  

pa.táχ ‘to open’ Final coda Number of syllables 
-ti  ‘1st sg. Past’ pa.táχ.ti no 3 
-im ‘plural present’ pot.χím yes 2 

2. Divergence in final codas – verbs with -im: The prosodic prerequisite for the suffix -im is 
word final codas. As shown in (2), IM respects Prosodic Licensing using the avoidance strategy 
– he produced the suffix -im only after acquiring final codas (following the 90% faithfulness 
criterion for acquisition in Smith et. al, 1990). In contrast, YV, the atypically developing boy, 
produced -im before acquiring final codas (55%). Nonetheless, like all children, he produced 
faithfully almost all productions of -im. In other words, YV used the divergence strategy – 
respecting Prosodic Licensing in suffixed words before codas are fully produced elsewhere. 

 

 

 

 



(2) The development of phonology (final codas) and morphology (suffixes)   
   IM    YV  

Period*  Suffix  Final coda faithfulness  Suffix  Final coda faithfulness  
 acquired all targets targets with -im  acquired all targets targets with -im 

8   77%   -im 55% 100% 
9   85%    61% 100% 
10   95%   -ti 70% 100% 
11   87%    71% 100% 
12  -im 94% 100%   79% 100% 
13  -ti 83% 100%   70% 91% 
14   89% 100%   77% 100% 

*The periods (leftmost column) are based on lexical development (Adam & Bat-El 2009, Stoel-Gammon 
2011), where each period corresponds to 50 lemmas in the child’s lexicon. 

3. Divergence in number of syllables – verbs with -ti: The divergence strategy seems to be 
employed also in YV’s productions with the suffix -ti, whose targets are usually trisyllabic (see 
(1)). As shown in (3), while YV keeps truncating syllables from trisyllabic targets, just like the 
typically developing child IM, he does not do so for verbs with the suffix -ti, i.e. 
morphologically complex targets. Here again, while IM shows similar development in simple 
and complex forms, YV reached trisyllabic productions in morphologically complex verbs but 
not in morphologically simplex words.  
(3) The development of phonology (number of syllables) and morphology (suffixes)   

  IM    YV  
Period  Suffix  Polysyllabic faithfulness  Suffix   Polysyllabic faithfulness   

 acquired all targets targets with -ti  acquired all targets targets with -ti 
8   14%   -im 15%  
9   17%    32%  

10   20%   -ti 56% 100% 
11   27%    61% 100% 
12  -im 30%    54% 100% 
13  -ti 78% 83%   63% 100% 
14   72% 78%   67% 100% 
15   89% 91%   84% 100% 

4. Conclusion: Our data indicate that typically and atypically developing children use different 
strategies in producing verbal suffixes. We claim that the strategy differentiating between 
morphologically complex and simple words, used by the atypically developing child, is not 
random. Rather, it is due to a-synchronization between phonological and morphological 
development, which characterizes atypical development (Bat-El 2009). We will account for the 
different strategies within the framework of Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993).  
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